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AdisInsight
Written by scientists

•• A database to support drug discovery, research and

development, based on trusted, scientifically-sound
data

•• Expertly reviewed, assessed and summarized by a team
of scientists

•• A single search delivers results on drugs, trials, deals
and safety

Focus on the most promising research paths
Rapidly assess the competitive drug landscape to identify areas where research
would contribute most to filling gaps in therapy and have the greatest licensing potential

Make greater discoveries
Identify and assess potential opportunities by seeing the full picture of a drug’s
performance or a disease landscape, with important information on drugs, trials,
deals and safety reports all in one place

Gain a competitive advantage
Stay at the forefront of your area by adapting your research focus according to the most
compelling new information

Improve work efficiency
Reduce the time taken to answer critical research questions with easily easy-to-digest,
consolidated scientific and commercial data from multiple sources

For
Scientists

AdisInsightadis.com

Become a more focused and efficient researcher
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AdisInsight brings together the most relevant information on drugs in commercial development,
clinical trials, drug safety and company deals in one database, giving you rapid access to
consolidated scientific information.
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What makes AdisInsight different
is our scientific expertise
Unlike our competitors, we don’t just “copy and paste” or add unnecessary information in a bid to
have the biggest database. Our focus is on quality and relevance, which is achieved by following
a methodical approach to identifying, evaluating and summarizing content. Our team of
scientists cut out unnecessary “noise” and extract the most essential scientific information.

To find out more, please visit
adis.com/scientist
or contact us at
adisInsight@springer.com

Less searching, more discovering
AdisInsight makes expertly-written drug information more accessible through its easy-to-use
database. With a single search, you get highly-focused results from across the whole drug
lifecycle.

Preview the database today at adisinsight.springer.com
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